
Just to be on the safe side
Central heating calculations for domestic
premises are relatively straightforward, if
somewhat laborious and very time consuming.
Decisions have to be made about correct boiler
and radiator location, pipe sizing and target
room temperatures. Heat losses through floors,
ceilings, walls and windows have to be taken
into account. Room volumes, air changes and
house construction play a part. Not surprising
then, to save time, approximations are often
made, and systems over-specified,‘just to be
on the safe side’. There are heavy penalties to
be paid for this approach when installing
systems in housing schemes that can comprise
as many as 3,000 properties. Geoffrey Granter
states, "Our challenge is keeping costs under
control.We have an obligation to sustainability,
which for us means not using too much
material and not oversizing boilers."

Served the organisation well
In the 1960s, United House developed a heat
loss calculation process that served the
organisation well for many years. When the
industry moved to computerisation, United
House adopted the industry standard package,
Hevacomp to replace that process. Geoffrey
Granter recalls, "It was designed for commercial
properties, whilst we wanted it for use with
multi-property domestic housing contracts.
We had to put in the information that was
common to every house each time for each
dwelling. Our contracts could cover hundreds
of properties on one estate. With this amount
of data entry there was real opportunity for
errors." According to Ray Lingwood,
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Mechanical Services Design Manager, "There
was another problem. When we upgraded
from AutoCAD to Architectural Desktop, we
found that Hevacomp would not operate with
it." United House looked at a range of solutions,
but none of them met enough of the
requirement to merit selection.

Eliminate duplication of effort
The breakthrough came when Dominic
Granter, son of United House Chairman
Geoffrey Granter, graduated from Milan
University with a Masters in Engineering.
Geoffrey Granter says, "Dominic created a
sophisticated spreadsheet to calculate heat
losses in the way we wanted, with estate-wide
defaults to speed up data entry and reduce
the chance of errors. For example, we wanted
to enter the U values for items common to all
houses - walls, windows etc. - only once per
project, not for every house in a project. He
took all the rules and factors into account, for
example, air change rates, room temperatures,
heat transmission values for the different walls
and windows, and construction data. The
resultant programme cut the amount of input
work by 60 to 70 %." This spreadsheet rapidly
replaced Hevacomp, saving at least ten
minutes on each heat-loss calculation. This
prototype solution proved that it was possible
to work the way United House wanted to, but
there was still the need to integrate it with
Architectural Desktop to eliminate manual
input and duplication of effort. United House
asked Adris Computing Concepts, their
Autodesk Systems Centre, to carry this out.

"We estimate a £100,000 a
year in time savings and have
projected material savings
from this and other initiatives
of almost £200,000."
Geoffrey Granter, Chairman

"We moved to Architectural
Desktop for productivity
improvement. And we clearly
got it."
Ray Lingwood, Mechanical
Services Design Manager

". . .considerable time saving,
and the elimination of
virtually all errors."
Roger Alderton, Design
Engineer

United House uses Autodesk® Architectural Desktop
and its Object Modelling Framework to automate the design of
central heating systems

Five million homes
According to the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, over 69% of the UK’s
25 million homes are in owner occupation, 21% are in the social rented category
and 10% in the private rented and tied housing category.The social housing category
of 5.3 million homes includes local authority housing as well as housing association
properties. Geoffrey Granter, Chairman of United House, says, "Social Housing has
been at the heart of our business since the company was founded in 1964. Since
then we have built solid relationships with over 50 major housing associations and
local authorities and have transformed the homes of over one million of their
residents. We are probably the biggest installer of central heating in the UK, apart
from British Gas." Recognised as the foremost specialist social housing contractor
operating in London and the South East, United House has proven expertise in all
aspects of housing construction and maintenance services and leads in the delivery
of partnering, housing PFI and estate and community regeneration. United House
has recently implemented DEX, its customised central heating design solution,
integrated through Autodesk Architectural Desktop’s Object Modelling Framework.
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United House uses Autodesk Architectural Desktop to aid design



Object Modelling Framework
Geoffrey Granter continues, "We started the
DEX project two years ago by developing a
specification with Adris. The complete system
was installed in January 2003."  He adds, "We
spent a lot of time arriving at a proper under-
standing of the requirement. DEX was run in
parallel with our existing system until we were
confident in its abilities, then we moved over
completely." Charles de Voil of Adris takes up
the story. He says, "Conventionally, we would
have used the normal tools within AutoCAD
for this sort of functionality. However, because
of the new Object Modelling Framework that
Autodesk had created within Architectural
Desktop, we were able to change our whole
approach." Charles continues, "We were
programming using intelligent objects within
Architectural Desktop. The advantage was, by
creating the Architectural Desktop objects in
the correct way in the first place, we could get
access to and use all the information held
within the objects. All this information, doors,
walls, floors, and window sizes and characteris-
tics was currently being input manually into
the spreadsheet." He adds, "We decided to use
as much as possible of standard Architectural
Desktop functionality, then set up the
customisation to complete the work. That way
we were able to deliver a bespoke solution
with a minimum of special programming. It
saved over-engineering and kept development
time and therefore cost to a minimum." 

Teamwork, continuity and quality
Roger Alderton, Design Engineer at United
House, explains a little more about how DEX
works. He says, "DEX adds icons to the
Architectural Desktop user interface. The
integration is completely seamless. It appears
to the user as if it were part of Architectural
Desktop itself. We take the surveyors sketch
plan and checklist, and use Architectural
Desktop to produce outline drawings, using
our own objects such as walls and windows.
We define each room type on the plan, which
is allocated parameters such as temperature,
air changes per hour and location within a
building and then just click on the ‘heat loss’
icon to get a more or less instant heat loss
review table on the screen. Once this has been
confidence checked, radiators are selected for
each room by clicking the ‘radiator selection’
icon. The user is presented with a selection
panel with the best-fit radiator highlighted,
but with a selection of other radiators,
from 5% below ideal, to plus 10% above ideal,
so that aesthetically acceptable selections can
be made to fit a particular wall width or sill
height.The radiators are inserted by Architectural
Desktop into the centre of each room and
then dragged and dropped to the appropriate
wall. Pipe sizes are then automatically
determined from the United House style
guide. The resultant radiator schedule is
added to the working drawing as a parts list." 

Meeting tenants’ needs
For Roger Alderton, the benefits are,
". . .considerable time saving and the elimination
of virtually all errors."  In addition, he says, "Our
designs are now of a standard style, no matter

who does it. This means that jobs are not held
up if someone is out of the office. Someone
else can take over without having to adopt a
new style. This fosters teamwork, provides
continuity and maintains quality." Geoffrey
Granter adds, "DEX reduces the time we spend
designing, we get the systems that fit the
properties, and we meet tenants’ needs." 

Job time reduced to 20 minutes and costs
reduced by 70%
Ray Lingwood, Mechanical Services Design
Manager at United House, has had 35 years
experience as a building services engineer. He
says, "What DEX gives us is time. Previously it
took 30 minutes per property to input the
values, plus drawing time, and we still had to
take off the pipe runs. Now the whole process
is completed automatically once we have
input the project defaults." Ray adds,
"Architectural Desktop and DEX have enabled
us to solve the ‘over design’ problem. We no
longer need consultants for this task. We now
use someone with good IT skills who works
within the parameters determined by DEX. He
cannot over design as he knows no heating
theory; DEX simply produces the correct
design automatically. This has made a
tremendous difference and the benefits are
enormous. The job can be completed in just
20 minutes and it costs us 70% less than it
used to." Ray adds, "There are other advantages,
too. Costly ‘leakage’ of materials is one of the
endemic problems in the industry. We can
now control it because we know exactly what
materials are needed for each installation. DEX
automatically determines pipe sizes and gives
total quantities and the number of 3-metre
lengths of each tube size. For fittings, we
produce installation kits with the correct
number of fittings needed on site. So now
when the installation contractors phone up
from site requesting more materials, we are in
control."  

Productivity improvement clearly achieved
Why did United House choose Architectural
Desktop? Ray Lingwood again, "We moved to
Architectural Desktop for productivity
improvement. And we clearly got it. The great
advantage of Architectural Desktop is that we
can work in what appears to be 2D, using
building survey information to create 2D floor
plans in the normal way. However, because we
input the room heights, at a click of the mouse
we can see the whole building in 3D." He
continues, "On the domestic housing side, we
survey and draw, but on other projects such as
hospitals, the architects send us the drawings
in 2D which we import into Architectural
Desktop, add wall, door and window styles,
then add room heights to make 3D." Ray adds,
"The integration of DEX and Architectural
Desktop has been highly successful, making it
very easy to produce 2D A4 site drawings. The
fact that the design has been created in 3D in
Architectural Desktop means that room
heights have been taken into account in

calculating pipe runs."

Driven from the top
Asked if he had any advice for others wishing
to move to Architectural Desktop, Geoffrey
Granter is definite, "Get a clear idea of what
you want and develop a clear specification. Be
prepared to drive through the savings. Aim to
keep it simple, automate the routine and
make the job easier to do. This must be driven
from the top." 

Well worth the investment
Geoffrey Granter sums up by saying, "Our
investment in DEX is almost £40,000 and has
been well worth it. Where previously we
produced eight pieces of paper per property
excluding drawings, we now produce just one
A4 working drawing with all the information
required on site: a drawing of the property
complete with radiator and pipe sizes. We
estimate a £100,000 a year in time saving and
have projected material savings from this and
other initiatives of almost £200,000." He adds,
"We had to maintain our competitive position.
I think we will now get more work thanks to
Architectural Desktop and DEX."
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